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WHY MEDITATE?

So what's the big deal, why is
everyone doing it? What's the
purpose of meditation?



THE BENEFITS

The long list of benefits for both
the mind and body that you
may have never even heard of.



CONSISTENCY IS
KEY

Mindfulness techniques work
on establishing the "witness".

CONSISTENCY IS
KEY



FINDING THE RIGHT
STYLE FOR YOU

There are loads of techniques
out there and it can get kinda
confusing...here's a lowdown

on the main styles of
meditation :



GUIDE TO THE
DIFFERENT
TECHNIQUES



BEING TECHNIQUES

Being techniques transcend
the mind, connecting us with
our deepest level of existence
and pure consciousness.



WITNESSING
TECHNIQUES

Mindfulness techniques work
on establishing the "witness".



FOCUSING
TECHNIQUES

Focusing techniques seek to
cultivate greater attention and

focus.



VISUALISATION
TECHNIQUES

Guided or un-guided
visualisation techniques can be
used to propel you towards
your goals or for manifesting.



ENERGETIC
TECHNIQUES

Techniques that focus on your
energy body are used to
unblock stagnant energy,
increase vitality and flow.



HEART-OPENING
TECHNIQUES

Heart-opening techniques
cultivate greater compassion
and connection with those

around us.



MOVING 

MEDITATION

Although meditation is
traditionally a seated practice,
yoga or moving meditation
enters this state through the

body.



 OTHER FORMS OF
MEDITATION

There are many other different
healing and meditative

techniques which connect us
with our deeper self and the
present, and offer similar

experiences.



WHY START WITH A
BEING TECHNIQUE?

For beginners and experienced
meditators alike, transcendent
practices are powerful in
establishing a baseline of
awareness from which

everything else flourishes.



THE 1 GIANT MIND
BEING TECHNIQUE

The 1 Giant Mind Being
Technique is an effortless and

potent technique that
transforms awareness.



 MEDITATION
TEACHER CASSIE

CAMERON

Cassie Cameron is a
passionate meditator and
resident Mind High Club
Meditation Teacher



We hope you enjoyed this e-book! If
you have further questions and are

interested in learning to meditate, get
in touch with our Mind High Club team

and book a FREE discovery call.
 

Happy Meditating!
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